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Abstract. Periodic recurrence is a prominent behavioural of many bio-
logical phenomena, including cell cycle and circadian rhythms. Although
deterministic models are commonly used to represent the dynamics of pe-
riodic phenomena, it is known that they are little appropriate in the case
of systems in which stochastic noise induced by small population num-
bers is actually responsible for periodicity. Within the stochastic mod-
elling settings automata-based model checking approaches have proven
an effective means for the analysis of oscillatory dynamics, the main idea
being that of coupling a period detector automaton with a continuous-
time Markov chain model of an alleged oscillator. In this paper we address
a complementary aspect, i.e. that of assessing the dependency of oscilla-
tion related measure (period and amplitude) against the parameters of
a stochastic oscillator. To this aim we introduce a framework which, by
combining an Approximate Bayesian Computation scheme with a hybrid
automata capable of quantifying how distant an instance of a stochastic
oscillator is from matching a desired (average) period, leads us to iden-
tify regions of the parameter space in which oscillation with given period
are highly likely. The method is demonstrated through a couple of case
studies, including a model of the popular Repressilator circuit.

Keywords: Stochastic oscillators, Approximate Bayesian Computation, Param-
eter estimation, Hybrid Automata Stochastic Logic, Statistical Model-Checking.

1 Introduction

Oscillations are prominent dynamics at the core of many fundamental biological
processes. They occur at different level and concern different time scales, rang-
ing from ion channels regulated transmission of intercellular electrical signal
driving the heartbeat (with period in the order of one second), to intracellular
calcium oscillations triggering glycogen-to-glucose release in liver cells (with pe-
riods ranging from few seconds to few minutes [30]), to gene-expression regulated
circadian cycle (with typical period of roughly 24 hours).

Mathematical modelling and computational methods have proved fundamen-
tal to gain a better understanding of the complexity of the mechanisms that
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regulate oscillations [22]. Although continuous-deterministic models (i.e. ODEs)
are more often considered in the literature of biological oscillators, with systems
characterised by low population numbers (e.g., genetic circuits responsible for
circadian rhythms), discrete-stochastic models are more appropriate [24]: when
few molecules are involved the stochasticity of the system becomes important
resulting in noisy periodic behavior. Understanding the effect that an oscillator’s
parameters have on the quality of the oscillations is a relevant research problem.
Contribution. We introduce a methodology for calibrating stochastic models
that exhibit a noisy periodic dynamics. Given a parametric stochastic oscilla-
tor the methodology allows to identify regions of the parameter space with a
positive probability of matching a given target oscillation period. This entails
integrating formal means for noisy periodicity analysis within a parameter infer-
ence approach, more specifically, integrating a period distance meter (formally
encoded as a Hybrid Automaton) within an Approximate Bayesian Computation
scheme. Given some period-related requirements (e.g. mean value and variance
of the oscillation period) the trajectories sampled from the oscillator are classed
through the distance period meter leading us to the approximation of the cor-
responding posterior distribution, that is, to the identification of the region of
the parameter space that are more likely to comply with the considered period-
related requirements.
Paper organisation. The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2 we overview
the background material our approach relies upon, that includes an overview of
HASL model checking and of ABC algorithms. In Section 3 we introduce our
approach for calibrating stochastic oscillators w.r.t. to the oscillation period.
The method is then demonstrated through experiments presented in Section 4.
Conclusive remarks and future perspective are discussed in Section 5.

1.1 Related work

Temporal logic based analysis of stochastic oscillators. The analysis of
oscillatory behaviour entails two complementary aspects: determining whether
a model exhibits recurrent patterns (detection) and assessing relevant period-
icity indicators (e.g. period and amplitude of oscillations). In the continuous-
deterministic settings these can be achieved through a combination of mathe-
matical approaches including structural analysis of the corresponding ODE sys-
tem and stability analysis of its steady-state solutions [22]. As those approaches
clearly do not apply in the discrete-stochastic settings researchers progressively
started looking at alternatives such as the adaptation of model checking to the
analysis of periodicity [1]. Detection of sustained oscillations through model
checking requires identifying temporal logical formulae that single out infinite
cyclic (non-constant) behaviour. Seminal ideas introduced for (non-probabilistic)
transition systems models [18] and further developed in [8] included Computa-
tional Tree Logic (CTL) [19] qualitative specifications such as

EG(((Xi = k)⇒ EF (Xi ̸= k)) ∧ ((Xi ̸= k)⇒ EF (Xi = k))) (1)
AG(((Xi = k)⇒ EF (Xi ̸= k)) ∧ ((Xi ̸= k)⇒ EF (Xi = k))) (2)
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which encode infinite alternation by demanding that for “at least one path” (1)
or for “all paths” (2) of a given model a state condition Xi = k1 can be met
and then left (and, inversely, whenever it is not met Xi ̸= k it is possible to
eventually meet it) infinitely often. In the stochastic, continuous time Markov
chains (CTMCs), settings the Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [2] counterpart
of (2) leads to the following qualitative probabilistic formulae (introduced in [8]):

P=1(((Xi = k)⇒ P>0(Xi ̸= k)) ∧ ((Xi ̸= k)⇒ P>0(Xi = k))) (3)

which identifies those states of a CTMC for which the probability of outgoing
paths that infinitely alternate between Xi = k and Xi ̸= k states adds up to
1. If formulae such as (3) can be used to rule out CTMCs that do not oscillate
sustainably (as they contain at least an absorbing state), they fall short w.r.t.
effectively detecting sustained oscillators as they are satisfied by any ergodic
CTMC regardless whether it actually exhibits sustained oscillations. The prob-
lem is that, in the stochastic settings, a logical characterisation such as (3) is too
weak to allow for distinguishing between models that gather probability mass
on actual oscillatory paths (of given amplitude and period) from those whose
probability mass is concentrated on infinite noisy fluctuations which do not cor-
respond with actual oscillations. Further developments included employing the
probabilistic version of the linear time logic (LTL) [28] to characterise oscillations
based on a notion of noisy monotonicity [5]: although an improvement w.r.t. to
the limitation of the CSL based characterisation of periodicity this approach still
fails to satisfactorily treat the oscillation detection problem.
Automata-based analysis of stochastic oscillators. To work around the
limited suitability of temporal logic approaches Spieler [31] proposed to employ
a single-clock deterministic timed automata (DTA) as noisy period detector. The
idea is that, through synchronisation with a CTMC model, such DTA is used to
accept noisy periodic paths described as those that infinitely alternate between
crossing a lower threshold L, and a higher threshold H (hence corresponding to
fluctuations of minimal amplitude H−L) and by imposing that such fluctuations
should happen with a period falling in a chosen interval [tmin

p , tmax
p ] (with H, L,

tmin
p and tmax

p being parameters of the DTA). The issues that CSL detector for-
mulae such as (3) suffer from are overcome, as by properly settings thresholds L
and H the DTA rules out non-oscillating ergodic CTMC models. The detection
procedure boils down to computing the probability measure of all CTMC paths
that are accepted by the DTA which is achieved through numerical procedures
(requiring the construction of the CTMC x DTA product process).Spieler’s orig-
inal idea has then further evolved by resorting to the more expressive hybrid
automata as detectors of periodicity [6,7]. This allowed, on one hand, to account
for more sophisticated oscillation related indicators such as the variance (other
than the mean value) of the period of a stochastic oscillator and also to develop
an alternative, peaks detector, automaton which, differently from Spieler’s period
detector, does not depend on the chosen L and H thresholds.
1 the population of species i is k ∈ N
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Parametric verification of stochastic models. Parametric verification of
a probabilistic model is concerned with combining parameter estimation tech-
niques with stochastic model checking, i.e. with studying how the stochastic
model checking problem for a property Φ is affected by the parameters θ upon
which a probabilistic model Mθ depends. A number of approaches have been
proposed in the literature such as [15], in which a bounded approximation of
parameter space fulfilling a CSL [2] threshold formula is efficiently determined
through an adaptation of uniformisation, or also [17, 23] and, more recently, a
novel ABC-based method [27] that is based on observations even solves param-
eter inference and statistical parameter synthesis in one go.

The framework we introduce in this paper, on the other hand, tackles the esti-
mation problem in stochastic model checking and is in line with the works of Bor-
tolussi et al. [14], where the so-called smoothed model checking (Smoothed MC)
method to estimate the satisfaction probability function of parametric Markov
population models is detailed. The goal here is to obtain a good estimate of
the so-called satisfaction probability function of the considered property Φ w.r.t.
to model’s parameter space Θ. In our case we rely on hybrid automata-based
adaptations of Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) schemes [11, 12] to
estimate the satisfaction probability function, similarly to [26] where ABC algo-
rithms are combined with statistical model checking to approximate the satis-
faction function of non-nested CSL reachability formulae.

2 Background

We briefly overview the notion of chemical reaction network (CRN) models, of
Hybrid Automata Stochastic Logic (HASL) model checking and the Approxi-
mate Bayesian Computation (ABC) scheme for parameter estimation that Sec-
tion 3 relies on.
Chemical Reaction Network and discrete-stochastic interpretation.
We consider models that describe the time evolution of biochemical species
X1, X2, . . . which interact through a number of reactions R1, R2, . . . forming
a so-called chemical reaction network (CRN) expressed as a system of chemical
equations with the following form:

Rj :

n∑
i=1

a−ijXi
kj−→

n∑
i=1

a+ijXi

where a−ij (a+ij), are the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactant (product),
species and kj is the kinetic constant of the j-th reaction Rj of the CRN. We
assume the discrete stochastic interpretation of CRNs models, i.e. species Xi

represent molecules counting (rather than concentrations) hence models consist
of countable states x = (x1, . . . xn) ∈ Nn representing the combined populations
count while the state transitions consist of time-delayed jumps governed by a
probability distribution function. In case of Exponentially distributed jumps the
underlying class of models is that of continuous-time Markov chains (CTMCs),
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conversely in case of generically distributed jumps we refer to underlying class of
models as of discrete event stochastic process (DESP). A path of a DESP model
is a (possibly infinite) sequence of jumps denoted σ=x0 t0−−→

R0
x1 t1−−→

R1
x2 t2−−→

R2
. . .

with xi being the i-th state, ti∈R>0 being the sojourn-time in the i-th state and
Ri being the reaction whose occurrence issued the (i+1)-th jump. Notice that
paths of a DESP are càdlàg (i.e. step) functions of time (e.g. Figure 2). A DESP
depend on a p-dimensional vector of parameters θ = [θ1, . . . , θp] ∈ Θ ⊆ Rp.
which, in the context of this paper, affect the kinetic rate of the reaction chan-
nels. For θ ∈ Θ ⊆ Rp we denoteMθ the corresponding DESP model. GivenMθ

we let Path(Mθ) denote the set of paths of Mθ. It is well known that a DESP
model Mθ induces a probability space over the set of events 2Path(Mθ), where
the probability of a set of paths E ∈ 2Path(Mθ) is given by the probability of their
common finite prefix [3]. ForMθ an n-dimensional DESP population model, we
denote dom(Mθ) its state space, and domi(Mθ) the projection of dom(Mθ)
along the ith dimension 1≤ i ≤ n of Mθ. For σ a path of an n-dimensional Mθ

we denote σi its projection along the i-th dimension.
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Fig. 1: HASL-SMC schema: sampled paths are filtered by a LHA and the ac-
cepted ones used for a confidence interval estimate of the target measure.

2.1 HASL model checking

The procedure for tuning stochastic oscillators we introduce in the remainder
relies on the HASL statistical model checking (SMC) framework. We quickly
overview the basic principles of HASL-SMC referring the reader to the litera-
ture [4] for more details. HASL-SMC is a framework for assessing properties of
stochastic model expressed by means of a linear hybrid automaton (LHA). It
consists of an iterative procedure which takes 3 inputs (Figure 1): a parametric
DESP model Mθ, a LHA A, and a target expression denoted Z and outputs
a confidence interval estimation of the mean value Ẑ of the target measure. At
each iteration the procedure samples a path σ ∈ Path(Mθ ×A) of the product
processMθ×A (whose formal semantics is given in [4]), that means that a path
σ ∈ Path(Mθ) is sampled and synchronised on-the-fly with A leading to either
acceptance or rejection of σ. In the synchronisation process, relevant statistics
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of the simulated path are computed and are used to define the target measure
Z of interest (see [10]). This let HASL-SMC be a very expressive formalism that
allows for sophisticated signal-processing-like analysis of a model.

Synchronisation of a model with a LHA. The semantics of the synchronised
processM×A naturally yields a stochastic simulation procedure which is imple-
mented by the HASL model checker. For the sake of space here we only provide
an intuitive (informal) description of such synchronisation based on the example
given in Figure 2. An LHA consists of a set of locations L (with at least one initial
and one final location) a set of real-valued variables V whose value may evolve,
according to a flow function which map each location to a (real-valued) rate
of change to the variables, during the sojourn in a location. Locations change
through transitions denoted l

γ,E′,U−−−−→ l′ where γ is an enabling guard (an in-
equality built on top of variables in V ), E′ is either set of events names (i.e. the
transition is synchronously traversed on occurrence of any reaction in E′ occur-
ring in the path being sampled) or ♯ (i.e. the transition is autonomously traversed
without synchronisation) and U are the variables’ update. A state ofMθ ×A is
a 3-tuple (s, l, ν), with s the current state ofMθ, l the current location of A and
ν ∈ R|V | the current values of A’s variables. Therefore if σ : s

t1−→
e1

s1
t2−→
e2

s2 . . .

is a path of Mθ the corresponding path σ × A ∈ Path(Mθ × A) may be
σ × A : (s, l, ν)

t1−→
e1

(s1, l1, ν1)
t∗1−→
♯

(s1, l2, ν2)
t2−→
e2

(s2, l3, ν3) . . . where, the se-
quence of transitions e1 and e2 observed on σ is interleaved with an autonomous
transition (denoted ♯) in the product process: i.e. from state (s1, l1, ν1) the prod-
uct process jumps to state (s1, l2, ν2) (notice that state ofMθ does not change)
before continuing mimicking σ.

Example 1. Figure 2 depicts an example of synchronisation between a path of
a toy 3-species, 3-reactions CRN model (left), with a 2-locations LHA (right)
designed for assessing properties of it. The LHA locations are l0 (initial) and l1
(final) while its variables are V = {t, x1, n2} with t a clock variable, x1 a real
valued variable (for measuring the average population of A) and n2 an integer
variable (for counting the number of occurrences of the R1 reaction). While in l0
the value of variables evolves according to their flow, which is constant and equal
to 1 for clock t, while is given by the current population of A for x1 (therefore
x1 measures the integral of population A along the synchronising path). The
synchronisation of a path σ with A works as follows: A stays in the initial
location l0 up until at t = 4 the autonomous transition the synchronisation with
σ ends as soon as the autonomous transition l0

♯,t=4,{x1/=4}−−−−−−−−−→ l1 becomes enabled
(guard t = 4 gets true) hence is fired (by definition autonomous transitions have
priority over synchronised transitions). As long as t < 4 the LHA is in l0 where
it synchronises with the occurrences of the reactions of the CRN model: on
occurrence of R1 the M×A transition l0

{R1},t<4,{n2++}−−−−−−−−−−−−→ l0 (synchronised on
event set {R1}) is fired hence increasing the counter n2, whereas on occurrence
of any other reaction transition l0

ALL\{R1},t<4,∅−−−−−−−−−−−→ l0 (synchronised on event
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M A

R1 : A+B
rA−−→ 2B

R2 : B + C
rB−−→ 2C

R3 : C +A
rC−−→ 2A

l0
ṫ:1

ẋ1:A
l1

♯,t=T ,{x1/=4}

{R1},t<4,{n2++}

ALL\{R1},t<4,∅

synchronisation of M and A
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path of M. σ : (1, 2, 3)
0.5−−→
R3

(2, 2, 2)
1.5−−→
R3

(3, 2, 1)
1−−→

R1
(2, 3, 1)

0.5−−→
R1

(1, 4, 1)

corresponding path of M × A.
σ × A : ((1, 2, 3), l0, [0, 0, 0])

0.5−−→
R3

((2, 2, 2), l0, [0.5, 0.5, 0])
1.5−−→
R3

((3, 2, 1), l0, [2, 3.5, 0])

1−−→
R1

((2, 3, 1), l0, [3, 6.5, 1])
0.5−−→
R1

((1, 4, 1), l0, [3.5, 7.5, 2])
0.5−−→
♯

((1, 4, 1), l1, [4, 8/4, 2])

Fig. 2: Example of synchronisation of a CRN model with a LHA.

set ALL \ {R1}, where ALL denotes all reactions of the CRN) fires without
updating any variable. Finally on ending the synchronisation with σ variable
x1 is update to x1/4 which corresponds to average population of A observed
over the time interval [0, 4]. Such a LHA can therefore be used (through iterated
synchronisation with a sufficiently large number of trajectories) for estimating
the confidence interval of random variables such as the “average population of
A” as well as the “number of R1 occurrences” observed over time interval [0, 4].
An example of synchronisation between a path σ consisting of 2 occurrences of
R3 (at t = 0.5, t = 2.0 respectively) followed by 2 occurrences of R1 (at t = 3.0
and t = 3.5 respectively) and for which (A0, B0, C0) = (1, 2, 3) is assumed as
the initial state is depicted at bottom of Figure 2. The synchronised path shows
the combined evolution of the model’s state, the LHA location and the value of
LHA variables. Notice that when synchronisation ends (l1 is reached) variable
x1 is assigned with 8/4 which indeed is the mean population of A along σ until
t = 4.

2.2 Approximate Bayesian Computation

The framework for tuning of stochastic oscillators we present in the remainder re-
lies on the integration of HASL-based measurements within the class of Bayesian
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inference methods known as Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) [25,29].
Generally speaking statistical inference is interested with inferring properties of
an underlying distribution of probability (in our case fθ) based on some data
observed through an experiment yexp. Bayesian inference methods, on the other
hand, rely on the Bayesian interpretation of probability, therefore starting from
some prior distribution π(.), which expresses an initial belief on the distribution
to be estimated over the parameters domain Θ, they allow for computing the
posterior distribution π(θ|yexp), that is, the target probability distribution over
Θ based on the observed data yexp. Formally, in Bayesian statistics, the posterior
distribution is defined by:

π(θ|yexp) =
p(yexp|θ)π(θ)∫

θ′ p(yexp|θ′)π(θ′) dθ′

where p(.|θ) denotes the likelihood function, that is, the function that measures
how probable y is to be observed given the model’s parameters θ. An inherent
drawback of Bayesian statistics is in that, by definition, the posterior distribution
relies on the accessibility to the likelihood function p(yexp|θ) which, particularly
for complex models, may be too expensive to compute or even intractable. ABC
algorithms have been introduced to tackle this issue, i.e. as a likelihood-free alter-
native to classical Bayesian methods (we refer to [25, 29] for exhaustive surveys
of ABC or rejection-sampling methods). The basic idea behind the ABC method
is to obtain an estimate, denoted πABC,ϵ, of the posterior distribution π(θ|yexp)
through an iterative procedure through which, at each iteration, we draw a pa-
rameter vector θ from a prior, i.e. θ ∼ π(.) , we simulate the model, and we
keep the parameter vector if the corresponding simulation is close enough to the
observations according to a threshold ϵ. These selected parameters are samples
from πABC,ϵ and approximates the posterior distribution: the smaller the ϵ, the
better the approximation. The chosen value of ϵ is crucial for the performance of
ABC algorithm: a small ϵ is needed to achieve a good approximation, however
this may result in high rejection rate leading to cumbersome computations. To
overcome this issue, more elaborate algorithms were proposed, like ABC-SMC
algorithms [9, 20].

3 ABC-HASL method for tuning oscillators

We introduce an approach for exploring the parameters space of stochastic oscil-
lators so that a given oscillatory criteria, e.g., the mean duration of the oscillation
period, is met. The approach is based on the Automata-ABC procedure described
in Section 3.3. The overall idea is to provide one with the characterisation of
some linear hybrid automaton capable of assessing oscillation related measures
and to plug in the Automata-ABC scheme so that it can effectively be applied
to the analysis the effect the model’s parameters have on the oscillations. We
start off with an overview of preliminary notions necessary for understanding
the functioning of the automata for oscillation related measures.
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3.1 Characterising of noisy periodicity

The mathematical notion of periodic function (i.e. a function f : R+ → R for
which ∃tp ∈ R+ such that ∀t ∈ R+, f(t) = f(t+ tp), with tp being the period) is
of little use in the context of stochastic models as paths of a stochastic oscillator
are noisy by nature (e.g. Figure 3-left) hence will have (unless in degenerative
cases) zero probability of matching such strict notion of periodicity.
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Fig. 3: A noisy periodic trajectory (left) and the corresponding partition depen-
dent characterisation of noisy period realisations (right).

Therefore to take into account the noisy nature of stochastic oscillators we
resort to a less strict notion of noisy periodicity [31].

Definition 1 (noisy periodic trajectory). ForMθ an n-dimensional DESP
population model let L,H ∈N, L < H, be two levels establishing the partition
domi(Mθ) = low ∪ mid ∪ high with low = [0, L), mid = [L,H) and high =
[H,∞). A path σ ∈ Path(Mθ) is said noisy periodic w.r.t the ith dimension,
and the considered L,H induced partition of domi(Mθ) if the projection σi visits
the intervals low, mid and high infinitely often.

H/L-crossing points. Given a noisy periodic trace σA we denote τj↓ ( τj↑),
the instant of time when σA enters for the j-th time the low (high) region.
T↓ = ∪jτj↓ (resp. T↑ = ∪jτj↑) is the set of all low-crossing points (reps. high-
crossing points). Observe that T↓ and T↑ reciprocally induce a partition on each
other. Specifically T↓=∪kTk↓ where Tk↓ is the subset of T↓ containing the k-th
sequence of contiguous low-crossing points not interleaved by any high-crossing
point. Formally Tk↓ = {τi↓, . . . , τ(i+h)↓|∃k′, τ(i−1)↓ < τk′↑ < τi↓, τ(i+h)↓ < τ(k′+1)↑}.
Similarly T↑ is partitioned T↑=∪kTk↑ where Tk↑ is the subset of T↑ containing
the k-th sequence of contiguous high-crossing points not interleaved by any low-
crossing point. For path σA in Figure 3 (right) we have that T↓=T1↓∪T2↓∪T3↓ . . .
with T1↓={τ1↓, τ2↓}, T2↓={τ3↓}, T3↓={τ4↓}, while T↑=T1↑∪T2↑∪T3↑ . . . with
T1↑={τ1↑}, T2↑={τ2↑}, T3↑={τ3↑}. Based on H/L crossing points we formalise
the notion of period realisation for a noisy period path.
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Definition 2 (kthnoisy period realisation). For σA a noisy periodic trajec-
tory with crossing point times T↓ = ∪k≥1Tk↓ , respectively T↑ = ∪k≥1Tk↑, the
realisation of the kth noisy period, denoted tpk

, is defined as tpk
=min(T(k+1)↓)−

min(Tk↓)
2.

Figure 3 (right) shows an example of period realisations: the first two period
realisations, denoted p1 and p2, are delimited by the mid-to-low crossing points
corresponding to the first entering of the low region which follows a previous
sojourn in the high region and their duration (as per Definition 2) is tp1

=
τ3↓ − τ1↓ respectively tp2 = τ4↓ − τ3↓. Notice that the time interval denoted
as p0 does not represent a complete period realisation as there’s no guarantee
that t = 0 corresponds with the actual entering into the low region. Definition 2
correctly does not account for the first spurious period p0. Relying on the notion
of period realisation we characterise the period average and period variance of a
noisy periodic trace. Observe that the period variance allows us to analyse the
regularity of the observed oscillator, that is, a “regular” (‘irregular”) oscillator
is one whose traces exhibit little (large) period variance.
Definition 3 (period average). For σA a noisy periodic trajectory the period
average of the first n∈N period realisations, denoted tp(n), is defined as tp(n)=
1
n

∑n
k=1 tpk

, where tpk
is the k-th period realisation.

Observe that for a sustained oscillator, the average value of the noisy-period,
in the long run, corresponds to the limit tp = limn→∞ tp(n).

Definition 4 (period variance). For σA a noisy periodic trajectory the period
variance of the first n ∈ N period realisations, denoted s2tp(n), is defined as
s2tp(n) =

1
n−1

∑n
k=1(tpk

− tp(n))
2, where tpk

is the k-th period realisation and
tp(n) is the period average for the first n period realisations.

Based on the period average and variance we now introduce a notion of distance
of noisy periodic path from a target mean period value. We will employ such
distance in the HASL-based adaptation of the ABC method for inferring the
parameters of an oscillator.
Definition 5 (distance from target period). For σA a noisy periodic tra-
jectory and t̄p

(obs) ∈ R>0 a target mean period duration we define the distance
of σA from t̄p

(obs) w.r.t. the first n∈N period realisations as

dist(σA, n, t̄p
(obs)

) = dist(t̄p(n), s2tp(n), t̄p
(obs)

) = min(
| t̄p(n)− t̄p

(obs) |
t̄p

(obs)
,

√
s2tp(n)

t̄p
(obs)

)

(4)
where t̄p(n) (s2tp(n)) denotes the mean value (the variance) of the first n periods
detected along σA (as per Def. 2 and Def. 4).
2 tpk could alternatively be defined as tpk =min(T(k+1)↑) − min(Tk↑), that is, w.r.t.

crossing into the high region, rather than into the low region. It is straightforward
to show that both definitions are semantically equivalent, i.e., the average value of
tpk measured along a trace is equivalent with both definitions.
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Notice that distance (4) establishes a form of multi-criteria selection of param-
eters as both the mean value and the variance of the detected periods are con-
strained. For example with a 10% tolerance (i.e. ϵ = 0.1 in ABC terms) only the
parameters θ ∈ Θ that issue a relative error (w.r.t. the target mean period) not
above 0.1 are selected.

3.2 An automaton for the distance from a target period

We introduce a LHA named At̄p
(obs)

per (Figure 4) for assessing the distance (as per
Definition 5) between the mean period measured on paths of DESP oscillator
Mθ and a target period duration t̄p

(obs). The automaton consists of three main

low

ṫ : 1

mid

ṫ : 1

high

ṫ : 1

end

<latexit sha1_base64="3CbEJXzwQBsjQyngUWFsEs9JAiE=">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</latexit>

],
(n

=
N
),

d
:=

dist(tp ,s
2t
p ,t (o

bs
)

p
)

<latexit sha1_base64="3CbEJXzwQBsjQyngUWFsEs9JAiE=">AAACW3icbZBLSwMxFIUz46uOr6q4cpPaEVooZaaIiiAIblxJBdsKTR0ymbQGM8mQZIQy9E+60oV/RUwfC18XAofv3OTenDjjTJsgeHfcpeWV1bXSurexubW9U97d62qZK0I7RHKpHmKsKWeCdgwznD5kiuI05rQXP19P/d4LVZpJcW/GGR2keCTYkBFsLIrKChEqDFVMjDwf6SesMr8B/ZpAlUtUua37DYQg9PwEVS4sSOxGNSTti9OBhZlEWUM/tqLiJ5s04HfwWNRkrOvWqPsIReVq0AxmBf+KcCGqYFHtqPyKEkny1C5KONa6HwaZGRRYGUY4nXgo1zTD5BmPaN9KgVOqB8Usmwk8tiSBQ6nsEQbO6PcbBU61Hqex7UyxedK/vSn8z+vnZng+KJjIckMFmQ8a5hwaCadBw4QpSgwfW4GJYnZXSGy8mNi0tWdDCH9/+a/otprhafPkrlW9ChdxlMAhOAI1EIIzcAVuQBt0AAFv4NNZc0rOh7vkeu7mvNV1Fnf2wY9yD74Ag/iykA==</latexit>

], (n=N),

d :=dist(tp, s2tp , t
(obs)
p )

<latexit sha1_base64="3CbEJXzwQBsjQyngUWFsEs9JAiE=">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</latexit>

],
(n
=
N
),

d :
=
di
st
(t p
, s
2
tp
, t
(o
bs
)

p

)

<latexit sha1_base64="bvFPs7oI8Pd2zezXzVHYCsr4N4c=">AAACC3icbZDLSgMxFIYz9VbrbdSlm9Ai1E2ZkaIuK4K4rGAv0BmHTJq2oZmZkGSEEmbvxldx40IRt76AO9/GtJ2Ftv4Q+PjPOZycP+SMSuU431ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tnds/cP2jJJBSYtnLBEdEMkCaMxaSmqGOlyQVAUMtIJx1fTeueBCEmT+E5NOPEjNIzpgGKkjBXYZe1hxOBlFmhORHavvRAJrQJusJqE8iTLArvi1JyZ4DK4OVRArmZgf3n9BKcRiRVmSMqe63DlayQUxYxkJS+VhCM8RkPSMxijiEhfz27J4LFx+nCQCPNiBWfu7wmNIiknUWg6I6RGcrE2Nf+r9VI1uPA1jXmqSIzniwYpgyqB02BgnwqCFZsYQFhQ81eIR0ggrEx8JROCu3jyMrRPa+5ZrX5brzSu8ziK4AiUQRW44Bw0wA1oghbA4BE8g1fwZj1ZL9a79TFvLVj5zCH4I+vzB+HZm5w=</latexit>

At̄p
(obs)

per
<latexit sha1_base64="Ey6ceEefFKdfjeeEW7TvXyEgEfw=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsREhuhQilJEXWh0CKCK6lgH9CUMplO2qGTSZiZCCV05cZfceNCEbd+gzv/xmmbhVYPXDiccy/33uNFlAhp219aZmFxaXklu5pbW9/Y3NK3dxoijDnCdRTSkLc8KDAlDNclkRS3Io5h4FHc9IaXE795j7kgIbuTowh3AthnxCcISiV19f2rolVgrnnumjdHVtFyE9atuuaFa1bdsdXV83bJnsL4S5yU5EGKWlf/dHshigPMJKJQiLZjR7KTQC4Jonicc2OBI4iGsI/bijIYYNFJpm+MjUOl9Aw/5KqYNKbqz4kEBkKMAk91BlAOxLw3Ef/z2rH0zzoJYVEsMUOzRX5MDRkak0yMHuEYSTpSBCJO1K0GGkAOkVTJ5VQIzvzLf0mjXHJOSse35XzFSePIgj1wAArAAaegAq5BDdQBAg/gCbyAV+1Re9betPdZa0ZLZ3bBL2gf37C9lWk=</latexit>

E,(n<N),{nA=A}

<latexit sha1_base64="CDyNHIv4PQj6coBKGEv7RmMlK9g=">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</latexit>

E,(n=�1 ^ top = 1), {n++, t :=0, top :=0
nA=A}

<latexit sha1_base64="ZDuihmOISg49AjVP6yWYSpIlB2w=">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</latexit>

E,(0n1 ^ top = 1), {n++, top :=0,
t̄p :=f(t̄p, n), tp :=0, nA=A}

<latexit sha1_base64="w5/6fNE1uEr5SwvA2Dbghcgr+dU=">AAACEnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3qa3QQikzRdSFhRYRXEkF+4CmlEyatqGZzJBkhDL0G9z4K25cKOLWlTv/xvSx0NYDgcM593JzjhtwprRtf1uxldW19Y34ZmJre2d3L7l/UFd+KAmtEZ/7suliRTkTtKaZ5rQZSIo9l9OGO7ya+I0HKhXzxb0eBbTt4b5gPUawNlInmbvOZ7ICpS5R6hYijkUXaj8o2blMPoMi0amgVAmlKmic6STTdsGeAi4TZ07SYI5qJ/mFuj4JPSo04ViplmMHuh1hqRnhdJxAoaIBJkPcpy1DBfaoakfTSGN4YpQu7PnSPKHhVP29EWFPqZHnmkkP64Fa9Cbif14r1L2LdsREEGoqyOxQL+QmNZz0A7tMUqL5yBBMJDN/hWSAJSbatJgwJTiLkZdJvVhwzgqnd8V02ZnXEQdH4BhkgQPOQRncgCqoAQIewTN4BW/Wk/VivVsfs9GYNd85BH9gff4A9sOZ3A==</latexit>

E,(n<N ^ top = 0),{nA=A}

<latexit sha1_base64="2F5Q8441WcpiKxzF/G5n2bG4oAE=">AAACB3icbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMrainIYBSswq6IWlhEbCwsIpgHJCHMTu4mg7Ozy8xdMSzb2fgrNhaK2PoLdv6Nk0ehxgMXDufcO3fu8WMpDLrulzMzOze/sJhbyi+vrK6tFzY2ayZKNIcqj2SkGz4zIIWCKgqU0Ig1sNCXUPdvL4Z+/Q60EZG6wUEM7ZD1lAgEZ2ilTmGnhXCPo3dSDd0sbflBuqc652d79CrLOoWiW3JHoNPEm5AimaDSKXy2uhFPQlDIJTOm6bkxtlOmUXAJWb6VGIgZv2U9aFqqWAimnY72Z3TfKl0aRNqWQjpSf06kLDRmEPq2M2TYN3+9ofif10wwOG2nQsUJguLjRUEiKUZ0GArtCg0c5cASxrWwf6W8zzTjaKPL2xC8vydPk9phyTsuHV0fFsvHkzhyZJvskgPikRNSJpekQqqEkwfyRF7Iq/PoPDtvzvu4dcaZzGyRX3A+vgEC8JlX</latexit>

nA < L
<latexit sha1_base64="F+zkWRv7ouCJeLvUCUVP31tVyjI=">AAACG3icbVA9T8MwEHX4pnwVGFkMLRJTlVQIGBhALAwMIFFAaqrKcS/UquME+4KoovwPFv4KCwMIMSEx8G9wQwcoPMnW03t35/MLEikMuu6nMzY+MTk1PTNbmptfWFwqL69cmDjVHBo8lrG+CpgBKRQ0UKCEq0QDiwIJl0HvaOBf3oI2Ilbn2E+gFbFrJULBGVqpXa77CHdYzMk0dPIs84OQnuRVX8KNv05V+9De+/56lRbOcZ63yxW35hagf4k3JBUyxGm7/O53Yp5GoJBLZkzTcxNsZUyj4BLykp8aSBjvsWtoWqpYBKaVFTvldNMqHRrG2h6FtFB/dmQsMqYfBbYyYtg1o95A/M9rphjutTKhkhRB8e+HwlRSjOkgKNoRGjjKviWMa2F3pbzLNONo4yzZELzRL/8lF/Wat1PbPqtXDnaGccyQNbJBtohHdskBOSanpEE4uSeP5Jm8OA/Ok/PqvH2XjjnDnlXyC87HFxmDoBg=</latexit>

LnA<H
<latexit sha1_base64="HvQkfvn+TlY3tJCi2i9zY7WV2nc=">AAACD3icbVC7TgMxEPTxJrwClDSGAKKK7iIUKINoKINEEqRcFPmcvWDh8x32HiI63R/Q8Cs0FCBES0vH3+A8Cl4jrTSa2bV3J0ikMOi6n87U9Mzs3PzCYmFpeWV1rbi+0TRxqjk0eCxjfRkwA1IoaKBACZeJBhYFElrB9enQb92CNiJWFzhIoBOxvhKh4Ayt1C3u+wh3OHon09DLs13VPfG3/T7c+Nu7NPODkJ7lebdYcsvuCPQv8SakRCaod4sffi/maQQKuWTGtD03wU7GNAouIS/4qYGE8WvWh7alikVgOtloj5zuWaVHw1jbUkhH6veJjEXGDKLAdkYMr8xvbyj+57VTDI87mVBJiqD4+KMwlRRjOgyH9oQGjnJgCeNa2F0pv2KacbQRFmwI3u+T/5JmpexVy4fnlVKtOoljgWyRHXJAPHJEauSM1EmDcHJPHskzeXEenCfn1Xkbt045k5lN8gPO+xdDX5wa</latexit>

nA�H

<latexit sha1_base64="JW0EJekcjde34AS0FSvaYaAmOJE=">AAACE3icbZDNSgMxFIUz9a/Wv1GXbjK2QpVSZkRURKEigitRsFVoSsmkmTaYyQxJRihD38GNr+LGhSJu3bjzbczULrR6IPBx7r3c3OPHnCntup9WbmJyanomP1uYm19YXLKXVxoqSiShdRLxSN74WFHOBK1rpjm9iSXFoc/ptX97ktWv76hULBJXuh/TVoi7ggWMYG2str11WimVBXIOkXO+WaqUUKqjGDkHR8iBXkW0j5GT4TEalNp20a26Q8G/4I2gCEa6aNsfqBORJKRCE46VanpurFsplpoRTgcFlCgaY3KLu7RpUOCQqlY6vGkAN4zTgUEkzRMaDt2fEykOleqHvukMse6p8Vpm/ldrJjrYb6VMxImmgnwvChIOdQSzgGCHSUo07xvARDLzV0h6WGKiTYwFE4I3fvJfaGxXvd3qzuV2seaN4siDNbAOysADe6AGzsAFqAMC7sEjeAYv1oP1ZL1ab9+tOWs0swp+yXr/Ai2HmUw=</latexit>

E,(n<N),{top :=1, nA=A}
<latexit sha1_base64="Ey6ceEefFKdfjeeEW7TvXyEgEfw=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsREhuhQilJEXWh0CKCK6lgH9CUMplO2qGTSZiZCCV05cZfceNCEbd+gzv/xmmbhVYPXDiccy/33uNFlAhp219aZmFxaXklu5pbW9/Y3NK3dxoijDnCdRTSkLc8KDAlDNclkRS3Io5h4FHc9IaXE795j7kgIbuTowh3AthnxCcISiV19f2rolVgrnnumjdHVtFyE9atuuaFa1bdsdXV83bJnsL4S5yU5EGKWlf/dHshigPMJKJQiLZjR7KTQC4Jonicc2OBI4iGsI/bijIYYNFJpm+MjUOl9Aw/5KqYNKbqz4kEBkKMAk91BlAOxLw3Ef/z2rH0zzoJYVEsMUOzRX5MDRkak0yMHuEYSTpSBCJO1K0GGkAOkVTJ5VQIzvzLf0mjXHJOSse35XzFSePIgj1wAArAAaegAq5BDdQBAg/gCbyAV+1Re9betPdZa0ZLZ3bBL2gf37C9lWk=</latexit>

E,(n<N),{nA=A}
<latexit sha1_base64="Ey6ceEefFKdfjeeEW7TvXyEgEfw=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsREhuhQilJEXWh0CKCK6lgH9CUMplO2qGTSZiZCCV05cZfceNCEbd+gzv/xmmbhVYPXDiccy/33uNFlAhp219aZmFxaXklu5pbW9/Y3NK3dxoijDnCdRTSkLc8KDAlDNclkRS3Io5h4FHc9IaXE795j7kgIbuTowh3AthnxCcISiV19f2rolVgrnnumjdHVtFyE9atuuaFa1bdsdXV83bJnsL4S5yU5EGKWlf/dHshigPMJKJQiLZjR7KTQC4Jonicc2OBI4iGsI/bijIYYNFJpm+MjUOl9Aw/5KqYNKbqz4kEBkKMAk91BlAOxLw3Ef/z2rH0zzoJYVEsMUOzRX5MDRkak0yMHuEYSTpSBCJO1K0GGkAOkVTJ5VQIzvzLf0mjXHJOSse35XzFSePIgj1wAArAAaegAq5BDdQBAg/gCbyAV+1Re9betPdZa0ZLZ3bBL2gf37C9lWk=</latexit>

E,(n<N),{nA=A}

<latexit sha1_base64="M2zn+EByTw+PhXm2m+AA/3n5FkQ=">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</latexit>

E,(2n<N ^ top = 1), {n++, top :=0}
tp :=f(tp, n), s2tp :=g(ftp , t̄p, n), tp :=0, nA=A}

<latexit sha1_base64="lhCiwDBQa/9opZa6Zqu6LxfsZ9k=">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</latexit>

E,(n<N),
{nA=A}
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Fig. 4: Aper: an LHA for selecting noisy periodic traces (with respect to an
observed species A) related to partition low = (−∞, L], mid = (L,H) and
high = [H,+∞).

locations low, mid and high (corresponding to the regions of the partition
of A’s domain induced by thresholds L < H). Its functioning is as follows:
processing starts in either of the 3 state (which are all initial) depending on
the initial state of the oscillator (population of oscillating species A is stored in
nA which is initialised through autonomous transitions before unfolding of path
σ begins). Detection of one period realisation (as of Definition 2) correspond
with the completion of a loop from low to high and back to low locations. The
analysis of the simulated trajectory ends by entering location end as soon as
the N -th period has been detected. Table 1 report about some of the variables
(see [10] for the complete list) that At̄p

(obs)

per uses to store relevant statistics of
the simulated path. Variable d is updated with the computed distance (as per
Definition 4) on detection of the N -th period.
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name domain update definition description
n N increment counter of detected periods
tp R≥0 reset duration last period
t̄p R≥0 f(t̄p, tp, n) =

t̄pn ·n+tp
n+1

period mean
s2tp R≥0 g(s2tp , t̄p, tp, n) =

n−1
n−2

· s2tp +
(t̄p−tp)

2

n−1
period variance

dp R≥0 min(
t̄p−t̄p

(obs)

t̄p
(obs) ,

√
s2tp

t̄p
(obs) ) distance from target period

Table 1: Variables of the At̄p
(obs)

per automaton.

3.3 HASL-ABC method for tuning oscillators

To calibrate the period of noisy oscillators we adapt the HASL-based version of
the ABC method [12] so that it operates with Aper automaton.

Algorithm 1: Rejection sampling HASL-ABC Algorithm
Require: (Mθ)θ∈Θ parametric DESP, π prior,
N : number of particles, ϵ: tolerance level, Aper distance period LHA

Ensure: (θ(i))1≤i≤N drawn from πϵ
ABC

for i = 1 : N do
repeat
θ′ ∼ π
d′ ∼ (dp,Aper)×Mθ′

until d′ ≤ ϵ
θ(i) ← θ′

end for
Algorithm 1 describes the general HASL-based version of the ABC method.
Further from the usual arguments of the ABC scheme (i.e. a parametric model
Mθ, a prior distribution over its parameters, the target number of particles N
and the level of tolerance ϵ) it also takes as input an HASL automaton A and
an expression Y representing a distance measure computed over the paths of
the product process Mθ × Aper. The output is the N values θ(i) of accepted
parameters which represent samples from the posterior distribution. By using
automaton At̄p

(obs)

per and the distance from the target period t̄p
(obs) as expression

Y ≡ last(d) (with d as in Table 1) the algorithm computes an estimation of the
posterior w.r.t. to target period. In order to improve the convergence we also
developed a sequential version of the HASL-based ABC (see [13]).

4 Case studies

We demonstrate the HASL-ABC procedure for tuning stochastic oscillator on
two examples of stochastic oscillators.
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A synthetic 3-ways oscillator. The CRN in (5) represents a model of synthetic
sustained oscillator called doping 3-way oscillator [16].

R1 :A+B
rA−−→ 2B R2 :B+C

rB−−→ 2C R3 :C+A
rC−−→ 2A

R4 :DA+C
rC−−→ DA+A R5 :DB+A

rA−−→ DB+B R6 :DC+B
rB−−→ DC+C

(5)
It consists of 3 main species A, B and C forming a positive feedback loop
(through reactions R1, R2, R3) plus 3 corresponding invariant (doping) species
DA, DB , DC whose goal is to avoid extinction of the main species (through re-
actions R4, R5, R6). It can be shown that the total population is invariant and
that the model yields sustained noisy oscillation for the 3 main species, whose
period and amplitude depend on the model’s parameters rA, rB and rC (as well
as on the total population). Figure 5 (left) depicts a simulated trajectory show-
ing the oscillatory character of species A together with the period realisations
induced by a given partition (L = 300 and H = 360). The corresponding loca-
tion changes of the synchronised automaton Aper as the trajectory is unfolded
are depicted in different colors.

rA

Fig. 5: The noisy periodic character of species A (left) and the posterior distri-
bution for a single-parameter estimation experiment of the 3-ways oscillator.

Experiment 1. This is a 1-dimensional experiment in which we considered
s0 = (A0, B0, C0, (DA)0, (DB)0, (DC)0) = (333, 333, 333, 10, 10, 10) as initial
state, we fixed the rate constants rB = rC = 1.0, and estimated the posterior
distribution for rA considering a uniform U(0, 10) prior and a target mean period
t̄p

(obs)
= 0.01. For the automaton Aper the noisy-period dependent partition we

considered is L = 300 and H = 360 while for each trajectory we observed N = 4
periods. For the ABC algorithm we used N = 1000 particles and considered a
20% tolerance (ϵ = 0.2). Figure 5 (right) shows the resulting automaton-ABC
posterior (histogram and Kernel density estimation) . We observe that 1) the
posterior support being included in the prior’s [0.0, 4.0] ⊂ [0, 10.0], we have re-
duced the parameter space to a subset where it is probable to obtain trajectories
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with a mean period of 0.01 (relative to a 20% tolerance) and 2) the posterior
has only one mode, which is quite sensible, as having fixed rB and rC , one
would expected the mean period duration being directly linked to the kinetics
of reaction R1, which is only parametrised by rA. Experiment 2. This is a 3-
dimensional version of the previous experiment in which we considered the same
uniform prior for the 3 parameters rA, rb, rC ∼ U(0, 10). Figure 6 (left) shows
the correlation plot matrix of the resulting automaton-ABC posterior, where
each one-dimensional histogram on the diagonal of plot matrix represents the
marginal distribution of each parameter, whereas the two-dimensional marginal
distribution are given in the upper triangular part of the matrix (e.g., plot on po-
sition (1,3) refers to the marginal distribution p(rA, rC |t̄p(obs))) and the scatter
plots of the two-dimensional marginal distributions are in the lower triangular
matrix. Based on the diagonal plots we observe that most of the parameters that
results in a period close to the target one (t̄p(obs) = 20) are within the support
[0, 4] × [0, 3] × [0, 4] and, furthermore the particles form a 3D parabolic shape
since the three two-dimensional projections have a parabolic shape, according to
plots in the upper triangular part of Figure 6. Also, one can notice that for each
two-dimensional histogram, the area near the point (1, 1) is a high probability
area, which is consistent with the previous one-dimensional experiment.

0 5000

0 5000

3-way oscillator repressilator

Fig. 6: Correlation plots of posterior distribution obtained through Aper-ABC
for the 3D experiment of 3-way oscillator (left) and repressilator (right).

Repressilator. We consider an infinite-state model (6) of a synthetic genetic
network known as Repressilator developed to reproduce oscillatory behaviours
within a cell [21]. It consists of 3 proteins P1, P2, P3 forming a negative feed-
back loop, with P1 repressing P2’s transcription gene G2, P2 repressing P3’s
transcription and so on.

R1 : G1
r1−→ G1 +M1 R2 : G2

r2−→ G2 +M2 R3 : G3
r3−→ G3 +M3

R4 : M1
β−→ M1 + P1 R5 : M2

β−→ M2 + P2 R6 : M3
β−→ M3 + P3

R7 : M1
1−→ ∅ R8 : M2

1−→ ∅ R9 : M3
1−→ ∅

R10 : P1
1−→ ∅ R11 : P2

1−→ ∅ R12 : P3
1−→ ∅

(6)
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Following [21] we assumed mass-action dynamics with a common rate con-
stant β for translation reactions (R4, R5, R6) and 1 for species degradation (R7 to
R12). Conversely transcription reactions (R1, R2, R3) are assumed to follow a Hill
function dynamics given by the follow parameter definitions r1 = α

1+[P3]n
+ α0,

r2 = α
1+[P1]n

+ α0 and r3 = α
1+[P2]n

+ α0, where n is the Hill coefficient,
α is related to transcription growth and α0 is the parameter related to the
minimum level of transcription growth. The parameter space is 4-dimensional
with θ = (α, β, n, α0) ∈ R4. Each parameter affects the resulting oscillation
Experiment 1. This is a 3-dimensional experiment in which we considered
s0 = ((M1)0, (M2)0, (M3)0, (P1)0, (P2)0, (P3)0) = (0, 0, 0, 5, 0, 15) as initial state,
we fixed α0 = 0, and estimated the posterior distribution for the remaining
parameters considering the following priors: α ∼ U(50, 5000), β ∼ U(0.1, 5.0),
n ∼ U(0.5, 5.0). The target mean period was t̄p(obs) = 20, while the noisy-period
dependent partition was set at L = 50 and H = 200. For the ABC algorithm
we used N = 1000 particles and considered a 10% tolerance (ϵ = 0.1). Figure 6
(right) shows the correlation plot of the resulting automaton-ABC posterior. We
observe that with this setting the Repressilator oscillations are most sensitive to
parameter n as its marginal posterior is much narrower than that of α and β (i.e.
varying n induces more instability than α and β). More experiments, including
a 4 dimensional one, are illustrated in [10]

5 Conclusion

We introduced a methodology that given a parametric, discrete-state stochastic
oscillator model, allows for inferring regions of the parameter space that exhibit a
positive probability to match a desired mean oscillation period. Such framework
relies on a formal characterisation of noisy periodicity which is assessed through
a meter encoded by a hybrid automaton. Parameter inference is then obtained
by plugging of such an automaton-meter within a ABC scheme. The added value
of such a rather cumbersome formalism is in terms of automation, generality and
separation of concerns. The period meter automaton, being completely config-
urable, can straightforwardly be generated automatically, therefore avoiding an
annoying overhead to the end user. This combined with the fact that the frame-
work inherently takes care of synchronising the model with the automaton results
in a highly configurable and generic approach, one in which different oscillation
tuning criteria can easily be taken into account as long as they can be encoded
into a corresponding meter automaton. Notice that alternative approaches that
are not based on formal methods, such as e.g., those based on auto-correlation
analysis, although effective, are not easily adaptable as they require the imple-
mentation of a customised, hard-coded procedure where periodicity indicators
are obtained by offline analysis of trajectories sampled from the model.

Future developments include the integration of oscillation-amplitude amongst
the criteria for tuning oscillators through a peak detector automaton [6].
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